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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE-
SESSION. 1887-88.

The Council of the Canadian Institute has the hopour to lav before the members 
its Thirty-Ninth Annual Report :

Early in the past Session the President, Mr. W. H. Vander Smissen, to whose 
nnfo,f°nS mucl>.of ‘he increasedactivity and prosperity of the Institute were due, was 
unfortunately obliged, through the pressure of other duties, to resign, and the Vice- 
President being at the time absent in Europe, Mr. Charles Carpmael W„ elects,1 to fill 

the vacant position. Twenty-six meetings, including the annual conversazione, have been
fiftv eTgl qe r8t BeS8‘0n’ ttt "b,ch thlrtynine Papers have been read, in addition to 
fifty read at Section meetings. The aggregate number of papers read thus exceeds by 
seventeen that of the preceding year, when there were but seventy-two, and this number 
was agam largely fa excess of that of any previous year in the history of the Institute. 
The Character of these communications has been fully equal to the standard of previous
tZthe.traT °f 8"bieCtS <“ 8how” in the appendix) has been unusually large. 
The average attendance at the regular weekly meetings has also shown an increase. It 
is also satisfactory to notice that there has been a considerable increase in the number of
ve«iio8 W ,'h hM6 made Ï »0< th? r<iin« r00m- °n the “«“ion of the annual con- 
In^slUnt^ VkT"“ r°f ?atUrBl history and Archæology was opened, and there was 
an excellent exhibition of photographs by the Photographic Section. There was a large 
attendance of members and their friends. The Archaeological collection is already exten- 
indel^d flaShbeen afh,llrahly arranged by the Curator, to whom the Institute is greatly 
The Areb lhl8 e?rn°n8’eb0 *ollectIn8 specimens and in carefully classifying them. 
The Arch.eological Report which has been bound up with the Annual Report of the 
Institute for the year 1886-87, is already in the hands of the members, and contains an

I account of what has been done by the Institute down to December last, in this field 
Our exertions to add to our collection continue unabated, and the Council has thank 
fui y to acknowledge the grant of $1,000 by the Ontario Government, which will enable

1 hnlAn ? a Cu“‘derab e 8/?- “ ln the p»8t yoar, to this purpose. The number of 
books and pamphlet8 received dunng the year, is shown in Appendix III, to have 
tinued to increase, and to have been considerably more than eight times as large as it was 
bfV?,rar8pg0, A pamphlet has been prepared by Mr. Sandford Fleming, on the subject

| ? Reckoning, and issued by the Institute for the purpose of introducing the sub
ject, in the educational institutions throughout the Dominion. In this pamphlet the princi- 
p.cs of time-reckoning are set forth, with special reference to the recommendations of the 
Washington conference on the subjeqt. A deputation of the Council of the Institute has 
waited upon the Minister of Education of the Province of Ontario, and acting on the 
recommendatmn of this deputation, the Minister has requested to be furnished with five 
hundred copies of the pamphlet, for distribution to the head masters of the various high
™hmnhl.7to7he8ùate- 'nstlt,itl8Jin the R'-ovince. The Council has also sent copies of the 
pamphlet to the Ministers of Education in the other Provinces. It will be remembered 
that it was a paper by Mr. Sandford Fleming, read before this Institute, copies of which 
were forwarded with a memorial from the Institute to the Marquess of Lome, then Governor- 
General of the Dominion of Canada, and through him to the British Government 
and to various foreign scientific institutions, which first called prominent attention 
hroughout the world to this subject. The views then advanced by Mr. Sandford Fleming 

V ere very generally accepted by scientific men in all civilized nations, the subject was 
d icuBsed at various congresses, and in October, 1884, a conference was held at Washing- 
tc-' m the invitation of the President of the United States, at which twenty-five nations 
were represented, and the proposed reforms were by it recommended for adoption by all 

1 (C.I.)
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dîute tl^EL XrKnV.rd:hl temPamP,hlet "T “ued

to the Minuter of the Interior in connection -iîh nLi A- T“TaJ w“ al*° ^rweided

Interior haa recently been organized bv the a nr, i t °V^e Ge0,0*ic*l Branch of the
vey, of a Mining En^Zr <7oE 7e a ^ ^ °f the Sur"
induatriea of the Dominion, to «11^ mi3^.UtiCti "“T 7 "F"* Up°n the minin8 
economic geology of out mininir district. tvt.il tlc*' "id otherwise to work out the
increase in membership and actfvitv the Council' feeTifT1 ,tlDg *7 ,Inatitute on the
members that much haa yet to be done in the I !■ ‘ neeeMary to impress upon the

»;“■ i «rafiots

Prow o, Physics at Owen's College, Manchote, He di^^V™ fiw

Treasurer

T

By

CHARLES CARPMAEL,
!/‘resident.

Appendix L

Membership.

Number of Members April 1, 1887 
Withdrawals and deaths during the year 290

27

269Elected during the year.........

Total members, April 1, 1888
56

319

Composed of :

Honorary Members
Life Members........
Ordinary Members..

-
8

12
*301

Total
319»

Associates Bi64.
Bi



$2,422 24

$273 67
.$163 66

MO 11
273 67

$36 40 
909 75 
206 50 

1,000 00
7 15

38 80
2 60
1 14

200 00

$2,422 24

“ Balance on hand ...., 
“ Annual Subscriptions
“ Rents..........................
“ Government Grant . .
“ Journals sold.............
“ Periodicals sold..........
“ Donation....................
“ Interest ......................

‘ Proceeds of Note....

By Summary
“ Salaries., ........................
“Printing Journal..................
“ “ Miscellaneous.............
“ Stationery............................ I
“ Postage.................................. 1
“ Freight and Express Charges.
“ Repairs.................
“ Gas.........................
“ Water ................
“ Periodicals............
“ Furniture..............
“ Housekeeping ....
“Fuel....... ..
“ Insurance ........
“ Blinds....................
“ Gas Lights............
“ Taxes.....................
“ Journals purchased 
“ City Directory .............
“ Chemicals for Museum............
“ Grant to Photographic Section
“ Sundries....................................
“ Interest....................................
“ Promissory Note......................
“ Balance, Imperial Bank..........
“ “ on band......................

i

Bank Balance as per Bank Book,
Balance as above..........................

“ for Building Fund........

Appïndix II.

Treasurer in Account with the Canadian Institute for the Year Ending March Slet, 1888. 
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Building Account.
1887.

April 1, to Balance $662 83

1887.
Dona i 

April 1st, 
466 ; Indi 

Total 
1,602; in

April 29th, By Carpenters Contract, Certificats No. 3... 
May 5tb, “ Painters “ « 11 1.
Nov. 18th, “ Plasterers 11 « .< j ’
Oct. 16th, “ Roofers 11 « « V

$32 76 
113 40 
41 80 
25 00May 17 th, 

Oct. 24th,

Nov. 16 th,

Dec. 16 th,

“ Contract for Cases $ 50 00 
75 00 

100 00 
65 08

)

290 98
“ Law Expenses 3 64

1888.
The rJan. 13 th, “ Carpenters Account for Alterations and

Shelves............................................
“ Balance in Imperial Bank........................

45 15
110 11

$662 83
A rchœological Grant.

To Grant, 1887 The! 
Amateur i

$1,000 00

By Grant to Fort Rouille monument.............
“ Purchase of Specimens.................................
“ Engraving of Specimens foi Report.........
“ Travelling expenses, sundry expenses and

tion of the Curator............................
“ Balance on hand...........................

.. $200 00

.. 236 60
.. 134 55

rémunéra-
394 50 
35 45 Class

logy, 2 ; ] 
prudence, 
Science, 3 
1 ; Zoolog 

Read 
Geological

$1,000 00

(Signed) W. A. DOUGLASS, ) 
ALFRED BAKER, / Auditor».

Assets.
Building..............
Warehouse..........
Ground..................
Library ................
Specimens............
Personal property

$11,500 00 
720 00 

3,000 00 
5,500 00 
2,000 00 
1,000 00

>

The] 
the 1st an 
inga one c 
reference 

The
friends, t 
now expe<

$23,720 00

Liabilities.
Mortgage No. 1, due 1892.............

“ 2, •' 1892..............
Note discounted...................................
Balance in favour of the Institute.

$3,000 00 
1,000 00 

200 00 
19,620 00

$23,720 00
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Appendix III.

Donation» and Exchange».—Books and Pamphlets received from April 1st, 1887, to 
April 1st, 1888 :—From Canada, 229 ; United States, 503 ; Great Britain and Ireland, 
466 ; India and Australasia, 90 ; all other countries, 1,045. Total, 2,333.

Total number received in 1882-3, 280 ; in 1883-4, 800 ; in 1884-5, 730 ; in 1885-6, 
1,502; in 1886-7, 2,230 ; in 1887-8, 2,333.

Appendix IV.

The number of Societies and Publications with which the Institute exchanges is 396

Appendix V.

The Peri »ls subscribed for are the same as last year, with the addition of the 
A moteur PI rapher.

!
Appendix VI

Classification of papers read by subjects :—Anthropology, 3 ; Archæology, 1 ; Bio
logy, 2; Botany, 1 ; Chemistry, 1 ; Economics, 4; Geology, 4; Geography, 2; Juris
prudence, 1 ; Medicine, 1 ; Metallurgy, 1 ; Meteorology, 1 ; Philology, 4 ; Political 
Science, 3 ; Psychology, 1 ; Sociology, 1 ; Solar Physics, 1 ; Telegraphy and Telephony, 
1 ; Zoology, 4 ; Miscellaneous, 2. Total, 39.

Bead at Section Meetings :—Architectural Section, 12; Biological Section, 22 > 
Geological and Mining Section, 6 ; Philological Section, 10. Total, 50.

,
Reports or Sections or the Canadian Institute, 1887-8.

(1) Report of the Biological Section.

The Biological Section of the Canadian Institute has held itc regular meetings on 
the 1st and 3rd Mondays in every month during the past session. At each of these meet
ings one or more original papers have been read on a variety of topics, as may be seen on 
reference to the programmes issued.

The “ Microscope Fund " has, through the liberality of a few members and their 
friends, been sufficiently augmented to allow of the purchase of a first-class instrument, 
now expected to arrive in a few days.

Yours faithfully,

W. E. Middleton.

-

v



Scheduh of Paper, Read in Biological Section 1887-3.

M‘y 16, 18“7’ F^hWaterbH;d™''Agr:CU,tUral Pe<’........

“ The Coleoptera of the N.W T ”.................................
-■ "canB^^TnS0"0' **. ^

“ Canadian Gall Insects,”...................
“ Foreign Ants,”..................* j .....****7'.........
“ Hyphantria Cunea,”.......... * * .7 *7.7
“ The Brownian Movement,”..........
“ Mind in Animals,”.. *.........................
“ The Calamorpha Moth,”........ , 7,7................

T , - “ Canadian Reptiles,”..........
Jan. 16, 1888, “ Planorbia Corpulentus,”...................................

“ Some Canadian Inaecta.”
" Birds' Eggs,”.............7. . ..............................
“Museum Collections and their Preservation,”

Certain Alleged Digestive
Plants,”................

“ The English Sparrow,”
“ Chloroform,”................
“Coleoptera of the N. W. T.,” No 2 
“ Habits of Canadian Birds ”
"The Echini,”.................. '.......

(22 papers.)

ensuing year are :-^7ames H. Pearce, President ; W. E. Middle-

• William Brodie 
W. E. Middleton
• • • • Wm. Brodie
• •.. Wm. Brodie
• • • • Wm. Brodie 
.... Wm. Brodie

..............W. E. Middleton
.......................Wm. Brodie
............W. E. Middleton
..................... Wm. Brodie
.....................Wm. Brodie
.................J» B. Williams

• Wm. Brodie
• Wm. Brodie 

E. V. Rippon 
0. Armstrong

W. E. Middleton
......... Dr. Garnier
.........Wm. Brodie
.........Wm. Brodie

E. E Thompson 
Rev. K. F. Junor

June 20, 
Oct. 3,

17, “
Nov. 7, “

21,

Dec. 5, “

19, «

Feb. 6, “

(«lands of Carnivorous

20, T
March 5, 
April 2,

16,

The Officers for the 
ton, Secretary.

(#) Report of the Architectural Section.

a. -“'ZZX SLaXSZSZ 5";““ 7 “J »~i'r
mencing the session of 1887-88 on October 11th X“tenCe 0,1 MaJ 9th> 1887, and coin- 

The following papers and addresses were delivered before this section during the past

has the honor to present

year :

APril lUh' 1 “87’ Mr J' W T* 8 *>ft^er O" “Carpentering.”
tlve re8d 8 Plper °n “ The Dori” Temple in it. Construe

j,n "-*■«' *»*-.
24th! 1 <• ’ Mr Franir no"61 fü!" addrr” on the «abject of » Terra Cotta.” 

31st •• Mr’ J B Vlrlr"8 88 read 5 j>aper °n “ ^naissance Architecture."
’ " Mr A G Crav58Ve T dre“ °" “ 8tone Cuttin* and Stone Setting ”

HAman Figu^ ‘ P8pW °" Wns from the

28th' “ Mr XV ' ^Hght 8*ve an addre«« °» “ Plastering.”
Mar. 20th « pj'S‘mP8°! «ave an address on “ Joinery ”

27th •• Mr R t' 5°ïenden «ave an address on “ Painting.”
ation LXtantir„TColorai °n "Th6 Adu.ter-

Mr. Wm. Phillips gave an address on “ House Drainage.”

May 2nd, “

Feb. 7 th,

April 10th, “

6 I,

The offi 
R. Dawson ; 
ment, John

Toront

Gentle: 
to submit thi 
March 31st,

The nun 
section has ! 
section have 
month of the 

At the n 
up the study 
the pursuant 

At the n 
position of St 
appointed. 

During t

<1) April 11

i

1

(2) 25
(3) May 9

Dec. 13w

(5) Jan. lOt
(6) 24t
(') Mar. 27t

Toronto,

This Secti 
1H87, and its 1 
same month, 
book as membt 

Besides th 
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The officers for the ensuing year are : Chairmen. A. F. Wickson; Vice-Chairman,
J-F-Brown:Committee °f *«■-

Robbrt Dawson,
Chairman.Toronto, April 10th, 1888.

i

(3) Report of the Philological Section.

Gentlemen—In accordance with the constitution of the Canadian Institute I beg 
March31 st ei888OWm'; rei”rt °f the work of t:*e Philological Section for the year ending

The number of members on the roll is eighteen. Since the 31st March, 1887, the 
section has held eleven meetings. Since December 13th, 1887, the meetings of the
month*of^the^sesshin of^he Institute.'010*" °D Se°0nd f°Urth Tue"1^8 ™ e“h

At the

During the year thé following papers have been read before the Section :
<1) April 11th, 1887, “The Science of Language in Popular Education,” by the Rev. J. 

F. McCurdy, Ph.D.
“ Umbrian Inscriptions,” by the Rev. Dr. McNish.
“ An International Alphabet with a System of Shorthand,” by M. 

L. Rouse.
3 he Organs of Speech, with Special Reference to the Production 

... , ,n., ,QOO of Speech in the Larynx,” by Dr. G. R. McDonagh.
(5) Jan. 10th, 1888, Throat Sounds,” by the Rev. J. F. McCurdy, Ph.D.
i- m ! “Portuguese Nasal Sounds," by O. E Shaw, H.A.
(i) Mar. _7th, “ *• A Contribution to the Study of the Franco-Canadian Dialect," by

Jno. Squair, B.A. -

l
(2) 25th, «
(3) May 9th, “

<4) Dec. 13th, “

(Signed)

A. F. Chamberlain,
Secretary rhilol. Sect. C. /.

Toronto, April 7th, 1888.

(4) Report of the Geological and Mining Section.

This Section of the Institute1HM7 . j •. d i .. , -, w” organized at a meeting held on the 20th of April,
87, and its Regulations and By laws were approved by the Council on the 30th of the 

same month. The names of sixteen members of the Institute are enrolled on the minute 
Iwok as members of the Section.

Be£de" tke inaugural meeting, six meetings of the Section have been held during the 
yT't• a,tten'l0n ol the Section was called soon after its formation to the want of

possession of such information as soon after the close of each year as ,«asible. A memorial

jr*;
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îïeanVieWS- Wa?-prepared ^ the Section- approved by the Institute and 

committee of the Section, consisting of the chairman and secretary, the Minister stated •

Zr, Z , *10? m 0;maF,,0n : and (4) That the (lovernment is considering thegpuM ca

Un ted Kingdom, the United States, Canada and the other Colon e. of the Emp re 
more espMiedly^n regard to the trade of the several countries with eth otlmr ? *

at the sett ’meeting TiToV^ h* the **-. PaP*
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J
rs were read

2 ."on Imn>indra,1hPrnUCti0,n^0f Canadtt in 1886"7'” by Wm.Hamilton Merritt, 
r „Iron and other 0res of Ontario,” by James T. B. Ives.
4 “On Te pL^Ta™6 FPC°Fa "ùd their Ec0n0mic Values-’’ by Arthur Harvey. 

Michigan y P °{ Ir°n SmeIt™8.’’ by Samuel D. Mills, of SL Ignace,

6 !! 5°!*" on T,hundIer B»y Silver Ores,” by Robert B. Headley, of Port Arthur. 
G. Notes on New Jersey Iron Ores,” by Wm. Hamilton Merritt.

,|T“" *—
The following officers of the Section have 

beginning May 1st, 1888. been elected for the Institute 

a Jboirman, William Hamilton Merritt ; Vice-Chairman, Arthur Harvev • Secretarv
tyP Uaend AXeCFt,ChamkHameC' J°hn N°tman> A‘ E'™8- R W' * &

year,

A. Blue,
Secretary.

Resolution adopted unanimously by the Geological and Minim? Section of the 
Canadian Institute, at Toronto, on the 26th April, 1888 : *

d;4u,,,p,“rrîrb.sx"pmctiral uTili^Tv ZCd the GC0l0?Cal 8urV,,y 80 that a diviai0 ' of it may accomplish £ 
y y . beeping a record of mining and metallurgical development in Canada

of Canada, and that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to his son, Mr. Robert White.

Toronto, April 26th, 1888.

J
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ARCHÆOLOGICAL REPORT.

To the President and Council ot the Canadian Institute, Toronto :
Gentlemen,—.Absence from Ontai.o during the whole of last summer prevented my 

doing anything archœologically during the year from a strictly provincial point of view, 
but I am pleased to be able to inform you that the work of collecting at least, has not for 
this reason been a total blank, as during my residence of nearly five months in the United 
States I was enabled to gather a considerable number of specimens, many of which differ 
met with in Ont™ ^ tyP®8 found in thia country, and some being totally unlike anything

Haying spent all my time in Cincinnati, which may be regarded as the centre of 
.hat region which contains so many evidences of the ancient mound-builders’ peculiar 
art, 1 was afforded several opportunities of gaining such knowledge as may prove service
able in future should any similar works be discovered within our own territory.

I have especially in this connection to thank Drs. Craig and Collins, of Lawrencr- 
burg, Indiana, for their extreme kindness and courtesy to me, both |>ersonally and as your 
representative. These gentlemen not only conducted me to interesting localities, but they 
secured for me the rare permission to open a number of mounds and to appropriate for 
the museum of the Institute anything of value that might be found therein. I regret to 
state, however, that owing to the unusual wetness of the season our digging intentions 
were frustrated on three or four occasions, until eventually the weather became too cold. 
Our gratitude is due also to Mr. Robt. Clarke, publisher, Cincinnati, for casts of the famous 
Cincinnati or Gest, and Waverly or Clarke “ tablets,” the originals of which are, in many 
respects, among the most interesting relics of prehistoric man that have beenfound in North 
America. Within recent years one or two writers have attempted to throw doubt upon 
the genuine character of the former tablet, but the weight of testimony warrants the full 
belief that the relic in question was actually taken from a mound near the north-east 
corner of Fifth and Mound Streets, Cincinnati, in November, 1841. and since that time 
it has remained the property of Mr. Gest, who owned a portion of the ground from 
which it was unearthed.
otlMd R®.b®rt.ciarke' ,tho custodian of this precious relic, in his pamphlet entitled 

...6.. ""P1810™ Remains which were found on the Site of the City of Cincinnati, with 
a Vindication of the Cincinnati Tablet,” has carefully collected all the evidence for and 
against the genuineness of the “ find,” and has succeeded in showing conclusively that 
there is no room for a particle of doubt regarding the authenticity of the tablet in
question.

With regard to the Clarke Tablet we learn (quoting from the Journal of the Oin- 
cinnati Society of Natural History for January, 1887) that it “was discovered March 12, 
188o, by Mr. J. P. MacLean in the collection of Dr, W. R. Hurst, of Piketon, Ohio, was
obtained of him and disposed of to Mr. Clarke.................... The history of the tablet,
as given by Dr. Hurst to Mr. MacLean, is as follows ‘ The tablet was taken from a 
mound on the farm of Abraham Cutlip, about one mile south of Waverly and about three- 
and a half miles north of Piketon, about March, 1872. It was found about three feet 
trom the bottom of the mound on the north side by Abraham Cutlip and David Allan 
who Were cutting away the mound. Dr. Hurst obtained it from them. The mound was’ 
on the second bottom of the river, had been fifteen to twenty feet high, but bad from 
time to time been cut away, so that it was only about len feet high at the time of the 
excavation. It was composed of clay. With the tablet 
human bones.’ ” found darts, badges andwere

Another, called the Richardson Tablet, similar in design to those known as the 
Cincinnati and Clarke Tablets, was found “on the 31st day of January, 1879, in excavat
ing a mound on the road leading from Wilmington, Ohio, to Harveysburg.” An alterant 
has been made to give to all of these a phallic interpretation, and one writer professes to 
have discovered in the Cincinnati Tablet a system of time computation as applied to 
fœtal life. rr

l
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ar=h«Xfc=a7.3ent0ofloÎtalTmr„b0hZâti0n ^ tab,el* are caPable of bearing, the

steatite or,lêLÆaVd^thZb'f Wr°U6ht ïj 1'"™'™'^ formed implements, one
war arrowheads ^ * W'th tW° hole8- one araa" d‘a™idal gambling (?) stone and four

,, Tennessee—One stone axe and eight flints.
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Chief among the objects procured from Mr. Matheson, may be enumerated fifty slate 
tablets or gorgets, perforated with one or more holes and varying to a great extent in 
form, seven banner stones, or as they are called in a recent publication emanating from 
the Smithsonian Institute, “ butter-fly stones,” thirteen bird-formed amulets (I), two 
spherical hammers of granite formation (these are encircled with a a deep groove for 
attachment to a handle), two flat hammers (both notched for handle attachment), six 
stone pipes, six short tubes, five shell ornaments complete, two imperfect ornaments of the 
same material two copper spear or lance heads (one having a tine or prong for 
insertion in a handle, the other being provided with a socket to receive the handle), 
one native copper axe, showing unmistakeable traces of native silver, eleven 
grooved axes, one hundred and eighty plain axes, eleven iron tomahawks, some of them of 
a different pattern from anything already in our possession, six gouges, and a north-west 
“ shaganappi ’ covered club. There are also several hundred flints, many of them of 
considerable size and well formed— others so rudely chipped as to prove admirable 
examples of the work done in what some writers would fain regard as the paleolithic 
period on this continent. 1

The large number of flints and axes in this collection will enable us to do, when 
opportunity offers, what we have hitherto been unable to perform satisfactorily, viz. : 
effect exchanges with individuals and institutions in our own and other countries,

From W. Ransom, Esq., England, we have received, through Mr. J. H. Pearce, 
President of the liiological Section of the Institute, a number of very good paleolithic- 
flints, illustrative of early European “society.” Most of these are from Hitchin and 
neighbourhood, in the county of Sussex, but some are from Persigny, France, and an 
exceedingly valuable specimen of celt in horn socket, is from one of the ancient lake 
dwellings in Switzerland.

Mr. Hansom s gift includes also some fragments of Samian ware and two specimens 
of the Roman stylus (all dug up in the city of London from a depth of ten feet below the 
surface) three beautiful arrow-tips, from Antrim county, and 
Ireland.
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As Mr. Ransom’s donation includes nearly all we possess illustrative of the stone age 
in Europe, we are indebted to him for the opportunity he has afforded us to compare 
equivalents of the two continents. r

A genuine old English “ Greybeard " pitcher from the same gentleman is, perhaps 
the only one in any Canadian collection, and will not be devoid of interest to those who 
fondly regard all that relates to the mother-land.

Owing to an oversight, our last report contained no reference to the gift of Sheriff 
McKellar, of Hamilton. This consisted of a brack, or old-fashioned handmill made by 
Mr. McKellar’s father and used by the first settlers in the Talbot settlement. This 
brack was mounted in a portion of a hollow log, as originally used, and was sent to the 
Intercolonial Exhibition. London, after its return from which it was deposited with the 
Institute.
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Another pair of brack stones was presented to the museum by the sheriff’s brother 
Mr. Peter McKellar, of Chatham. These two sets are probably the only ones of the 
kind ever made in Ontario, and it is gratifying to know that they have been preserved 
I to point a moral and adorn a tale ” for coming generations.

Brachs or

no i

a I
querns occupy a prominent place in the Archeological Museums of 

Britain and other European countries. It is not long since they were used in the Orkney 
and Shetland Islands, and it is said they were emuloyed still more recently in Cape 
Breton. r

Taken altogether, the year has not been barren of results, at least in so far as 
increase to the museum is concerned. Upwards of two thousand specimens have been 
added to our cases, and the collection is beginning to assume a character such us to 
warrant the belief that in a few years the Province of Ontario will possess an Archaeo
logical Museum, which, if not what it might have been with an earlier start, will, at all 
events, go a long way towards placing us upon an equal footing in this respect with other 
progressive nationalities.
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men may be found to include those tubes which have always been a puzzle, and of which 
our collection contains several tine examples. In the “ Personal Narratives " of Hum
boldt, we find that writer in «peaking of articles made from jadestone, remarking that 
the Spanish planters share the predilection of the Indians for these amulets, which are 
sold at a very considerable price, the form most frequently given to them being that of 
the Persepolitan cylinders, longitudinally perforated, and leaded with inscriptions and 
figures.
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When we bear in mind that the Tlinglit of Alaska are less removed from a condition 
of genuine savagery than are most of the other North American aborigine®, it is not 
unreasonable to expect enlightenment on many points from the notes of an observer like 
Lieutenant Emmons, who, as Mr. Boas states, “ has taken great pains to ascertain the 
meanings of the various implements.”

Since the issue of our first report last year, letters from different parts of the Pro
vince have been received by the Education Department, the Institute, and myself 
approving of the task we have undertaken, and giving information relative to 
localities and discoveries connected with the pre-historical or early historical existence of 
the Indians. Want of opportunity has prevented any advantage from being taken of 
these, but in all probability some original work will be performed next year at a few of 
the places to which attention has been directed, as well as elsewhere.

I am still convinced that from the five thousand teachers of rural schools in this 
Province, there is much valuable information to be gleaned. The question is how to reach 
them. Shall it be by a circular, or by a card in the educational journals! Perhaps both 
methods should be tried. We need not expect too much at first, but if the subject is 
kept persistently before the eyes of all who are engaged in rural school work throughout 
Ontario, there can be little doubt as to the profitable results. Perhaps even one letter 
from such a correspondent would fully repay all the trouble and expense incident to 
the plan.

ngs a

Our collection has now assumed such proportions that it will be necessary to 
rearrange it, and in some measure to alter the classification. I intend also to paint a 
number on each specimen, and to catalogue them all. In many museums a number is all 
that serves to identify the pieces, and constant reference to a catalogue is thus involved 
on the part of him who wants to get information. This, however, is not my idea of how 
either to popularize a collection, or to facilitate the work of the student.

Ever) thing possible should be done to enable young and old, learned and unlearned, 
to examine with pleasure and profit, at the least possible expense of time and trouble. 
This object can be obtained only by means of copious and legibly written, or printed labels, 

It is gratifying to be able to state that as the existence of our collection becomes 
known so many persons having specimens willingly contribute them to the Museum.

Before this report passes through the press it is hoped that all the specimens will 
have been rearranged. The area of case room has been fully doubled, and we may now 
regard our Archeological Cabinets as not unworthy of examination by specialists in this 
department

I have, etc.,
*

DAVID BOYLE.

Tobokto, December, 1888.
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that trades were specialized by them to a considerable extent. The expert in pipes, 
arrows, etc., would confine himself mainly to such occupations. As corroborative of the 
remark made in our last report that “ to the women, in all likelihood, was allotted the 
making of earthen vessels," I was informed by Dr. Collins, of Lawrenceburg, Indiana, 
that there died recently an old woman belonging to a western tribe of Indians, who was 
said to be the last living representative of her people possessing the art of making pottery 
of the genuine, old-fashioned description. A friend of Dr. Collins, who was well 
acquainted with the old woman, persuaded her to make for him six specimens of her art 
These he distributed among his friends, one falling to the share of Dr. Collins. I had the 
pleasure of examining this piece, and but for its comparatively new appearance it seemed 
to correspond very closely in material, form and ornamentation, with those that are 
occasionally taken from ossuaries in Canada and the United States.

The ancient people of the lower Mississippi valley were adepts in the production of 
pottery. The Louisiana historian, Du Pratz, refers to this fact, remarking that he found 
the Natchez Indians so expert that he got them to make a set of vessels for his own use. 
“The women," he says, “ make pots of an extraordinary size, jars with a medium-sized 
opening, bowls, two-pint bottles with long necks, pots or jugs for containing hair oil, which 
hold as much as forty pints, and finally plates and dishes in the French fashion."

Father Marquette, in the account he gives of his voyage down the Mississippi in 
1673, says : “They [the Indians of Arkansas] used in cooking, large pots of earth very 
curiously made, and large plates of the same material, which they employed for a variety 
of purifoses."

Mr. George P. Thurston, in the American Magazine of History for May, writes : 
“ Utensils and objects of well-burned clay are found in Tennessee, Missouri, Arkansas and 
elsewhere, of varied, original and even artistic form, interesting mementoes of ancient life, 
but they indicate no knowledge of the potter’s wheel. They are without glaze, and are 
but comparatively rude conceptions, fashioned by hand.”

The absence of glaze here referred to was, in some measure, overcome by the Natchez, 
whose “ red-stained pottery " is spoken of by Du Pratz, a specimen of which we now have 
in our collection. A black stain was also used, and vessels are occasionally found whose 
exteriors are ornamented with patterns consisting of both colors. There is little doubt 
that this staining vastly improved the serviceable qualities of the pots, besides adding 
greatly to their appearance, for the material so applied has filled up the pores so thoroughly 
that the vessels thus treated take a fair polish when rubbed, and are at all times compara
tively smooth to the touch.

The following nine figures, now in our collection, represent average specimens 
of earthenware from mounds in Cross County, Arkansas. They formed part of Mr. 
G. W. Riggs’ exhibit at the Cincinnati Exposition :■
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Fig. 1 is of the greatest capacity in the lot, its widest diameter being about eight 
inches. Considering the size its sides are thin. Although the outline is not devoid
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modelled, and the protuberant eyes are well marked. Otherwise the specimen is perfectly 
smooth on the surface. ception of 

the day it

Fro. 6.

There has been a more pretentious attempt in the direction of art in Fig. 6. The 
handle, at the left of the cut, has certainly brôn a head of some sort, but whether a 
human one, or that of some other animal, it is now impossible to say, as the front 
portion has been destroyed. The projection on the opposite side has also been broken, 
and we can only imagine what it may have bien. The body of the vessel is very well 
formed, and the burning has been better done than is often the case. I

V
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Fio. 6.

Fig. 6 is almost classic in outline, and is peculiar in having a slightly raised cincture 
or band round the middle of the body. The neck is not now full length, some pieces 
having been broken off, but it was probably never more than half an inch longer.
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Fro. 7.

So far as shape is concerned Fig. 7 is a gem of aboriginal ceramic art. 
is almost perfect, and no attempt whatever has been made to ornament it. Its outline 
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y
ception of » small fragment from the lip, this specimen is in every respect as good as on
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Fig. 8 is equally beautiful in form, and is remarkable both for the great length of 
tho neck, and on account of having a well-made collar round its base to give it solidity 
when standing. Even here, however, there is no sign of the potter’s wheel having been 
known—a close examination merely showing that the work has been done wholly by 
hand, but with infinite pains to make it as true as posible. The surface is free from 
markings.

Fio. 9.
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The fragment here figured was presented to us with other things by the Society of
"‘ Th' H.‘8t0ry,0,1 0lnc,nn1at1’ and was found "far Madisonville, Ohiofa neighborhood 
Which has furnished many thousands of the finest relics that enrich the museums of the
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>

Flo. 12. (Nearly full Size).

4
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Fra. 14. (Full Size.)

ËSIBSsSShI Fig. 1 
Kingston, 
and as “dr

Fig. 15.

rïasr»r^ïriï.s;st
lUC^IÏr0Ug J tbe untlre englh *l,en the clay wa» straight, or else the material has been 
moulded round a bent core, and in either case the burning has been effected with the
T* njrr 80 that Whe/‘ thia1°Peration was completed the hole was left perfectly 
James Ki’rkwo^d8^1™™ “ fr°m th° Baby far,n at Lambton, where it was found by Mr
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STONE PIPES.

a
11

Fraie, (full .ii»).

Fra. 17.

for not only does the bowl slope backwards from the 
to one side when the base rests - * ‘S

(



Fio. 20.

Fig 22, 
township of

In pattern and finish, Fig. 20 is as far removed as possible from the Pittsburg 
specimen. This gracefully formed pipe is almost as perfectly round and smooth in the

24

bowl as il 
and lowei 
an ordina 
men is ah 
sox raw is 
represent! 
was fount 
presented

the type is regarded as one of the oldest. Compared with Figs. 17 and 18, as given in 
the report for 1887, it would seem almost to complete the series from the rudest to the

Fio. 18.

most elegant form in this class. It was found under a pine stump in the township of 
Pittsburg, county of Frontenac, not far from the St. Lawrence.

r

This ] 
from the h 
hack for tl 
township, iFio. 19. (*Siee.)

Fig. 19 is a very good specimen of plain pipe-head. As it is quite black and 
smoothly finished, the nature of the stone cannot well be ascertained without injury to 
the appearance. It is perfect in every particular. The short stem-piece being intended 
for the insertion of a wooden tube. The appearance of the pipe thus complete would be 
very much like that of a cigar-holder. It was found by Mr. Wm. Bradley, of MoGillivray 
township, dn the Grand Bend of the Sable River, and formed part of the collection pur
chased from Mr. Matheson, Lucan.

r.



Flo. 22.

25

'f lih d.^*n Produced ,n * machine. The stem is a flattened oval-the upper 
and lower being the compressed sides. The wall of the bowl is no thicker than thauif 
an ordinary clay pipe, and, with the exception of a small chip out of the lip the sped 
men .. absolutely perfect. Its total length is seven inches. The greater portion T,u 
SU1 ,s covered with delicate markings in which many people profess to see^ pictoeraoh 
representing wigwams, fortifications and tallies. This pipe is also made of steatite rt 
was found on the bank of Lake Moira, or Hog Lake, a few miles from MadoTand 
presented to the museum by Mr. Moon, of that village. ’ d

Flu. 21. (4-5 Size).

from The9 hPI(!l (f'8i 21V" al*° f wel1 finished specimen. It seems to have been modelled " Ie ,h™d of ‘.hewï or eagle- The material is quite black. There is a hole at the 
ack for the insertion of a stem. This specimen was found by Mr Frank Scott London 
ownship, and formed part of Mr. Matheaon’g collection.

t
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expended upon it The lozenge pattern on the upper portion of the bowl is accurately 
worked ; the rings forming the neck are almost perfectly true, and the circular form is so 
correct that one is apt to conclude that the pij>e must have been made with the aid of 
a lathe. As seen in the engraving, two chips have lieen knocked off this otherwise perfect 
specimen—one from the upper and one from the lower part.

It ie 
but with 
inches ar

Fio. 23. (§ Size).

Fig. 23 is another from the Matheson collection. The material is limestone, which 
has been rendered perfectly black exteriorly. The head and shoulders forming the bowl 
are circular, but the stem-holder is square. There is no attempt at detail in ornamenta
tion beyond the rudely formed features of the face. This very good specimen was found 
at Hope Bay (near Wiarton), in the county of Grey, by Mr. John Hewton.

except in i 
s. Je, as see 
noticeable 
however, l 
just above 
was the wa 
otherwise i 
his farm inA

1I /ILz
Fio. 24. Fio. 26 (Size, 3* inches).

The very singular pipe figured here (Figs. 22 and 25) dispels former doubt relating to 
Fig. 26 which appeared in last rejiort.

The ta< 
aboriginal 2V
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Fia. 20.

:Æ^yreô^itr,nrtr^h t,he i,,rge atemh°ie ^««ppo**
®’ , . n > K' ,25', 1 ® lower i,ftlf of the bowl-piece is wholly ornamental and it i,

noticeable how nearly ths design corresponds with the lower end of Fig the one 
however, belonging to the bowl and the other to the disc. At the edge of ’Fig 25 

J; ttV: h;t'"“th °l th® bowl> *• » small hole, as if for suspension! and' thïs probably 

Xrtîse în Ù J Æm'"8/0 •doubt,aa a bit of P"^onal decoration wP|,en not
his farrin the town^p'r^st wllli,Z6 °l'JeCt *“ f°Und Mr J““®8 C1““®“. «

Fig. 27.
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1186 Of it 
Two of t

limestone. The bowl proper is, in its -rose section, square, and the sides are straight, the 
width at the mouth not greatly exceeding that of the base. The head, which is so 
exquisitely carved on the front side, shows nothing characteristic of Indian physiognomy. 
Every feature is well brought out, and the finish of the workmanship is of a very high 
quality. This pipe is perfect in every respect. There is a stem hole at the back. Fig. 
27 ia from the celebrated Lougheed farm, in Nottawasaga, and 
museum by the finder, Mr. Albert Lougheed.

presented to the

IMPLEMENTS OF STONE.

Fig.
for the pt 
illustrate I
of a wate 
referred ti 
sides befor 
Peanoe, on

FV
F

Fig. 28. (4 Size).

Dependent, as the former people were, mainly on stone for their tools and imple
ments, they were quick to perceive in water-worn pebbles such shapes as might be readily 
adapted or modified for specific purposes. The museum of the Institute contains many 
specimens of this description. Naturally, most stones of the kind in question are oval 
or spherical, and as these required comparatively little labor to form hammers or club- 
heads, every first-rate specimen found was, no doubt, appropriated for such purposes. 
These stones in their natural condition are often found in graves where they have been 
deposited with finished articles, as if to furnish material for use in the spirit land. Some
times without the expenditure of a single blow on them, they were encased in raw-hide and 
attached to the end of a handle, but frequently a groove was cut round the middle for 
the reception of a stout leather thong, the ends of which were firmly wound about a 
shaft. Fig, 28, procured from Mr. J. Wood, Lawrenceburg, Indiana, is a good example 
of the latter method, intentionally. Most of the surface possesses the appearance so 
characteristic of water-wear and subsequent weathering, but the aboriginal finder had 
begun to peck a groove all round, as is perfectly evident from the lighter color and 
sharper outline of the markings, as well as from the slight depression itself.

Stones of the kind referred to are frequently picked up in fields a long distance from 
water-courses, and are highly prized as Indian relics by youthful collectors, who cannot 
account for the symmetrical forms and smooth surfaces otherwise than by attributing 
these to human skill ; but unless such specimens are found along with what are unmis
takable objects of Indian art, they are totally valueless, except as geological curiosities.

Of a simple adaptation in this line Fig. 40 is a good example. It is a flat water-worn 
stone, originally ovate marginally. Near to the smaller end notches have been chipped 
for the purpose of fastening a handle, and it is evident that the intention was to make

This sp 
been sharpe 
the whole oi

presence of t 
1’erhaps it ws
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Twot/th* * ,temP°rary working hammer, 
Two of these form part of our collection. a club-head for less innocentor as

purposes.

Flo. 29. (full Size),

for the purpose of being broken off to^ornfl J‘Vï** deeP1on both «idea, as if 
illustrate the same treatment, but this is^ntorestinJ' °^W- 8pecjmens in our cases 
of a water-worn stone for the purpose of “*• *h"wln8 the advantage taken
referred to have been rough blocks, which were "firat The, ot|ler specimens
sides before the cutting was begun. (See Fitr 371 k- ™°othed on the larger parallel

1 -IrSüS

. .

Flo. 30. (Full Size.)

!raa»A,5Sscaw“the whole of the object is well finished.
A Thel^tiisl^,;'^ and 

As a cutting tool it would be useless and the

m I

m
m

Fm. 31.

Perhaps it was w'orn J^.ment o^Vbu.Z
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bored. ] 
from Mr.also have been used to mark patterns upon earthenware, fragments of which in the 

museum have certainly had the aid of some such instrument in their ornamentation.

; N: :A
Fig. : 

Curator oi 
is flat on 
has been n 
middle, an 

Anotl 
county, W

Fig. 32.

Fig. 31 shows where a tool having a pointed end like Fig. 30 has been pushed into 
the clay from the inside of a wide-mouthed pot, and Fig. 32 exhibits the effect of this 
operation on the outside. Both pieces are fragments of the same vessel.

Fig. 36 
more probahj 
ing one of tl 
the hematite

Fio.8*. (3 Size).

Five other specimens that I regard as having been similarly used, were recently 
presented to the museum by Mr. A. F. Chamberlain, M.A., he having procured them from 
a Mr. Stevens on Noncon Island, Lake Scugog. The one figured (Fig. 33), was found in a 
grave along with a copper axe, stone axe, slate tablet, bone spear, and other article» 
including a piece of pure plumbago.

Fio. 34. (1 Size).

Fig. 34 is very unusual in form, and the only use that suggests itself to me is that 
of a pottery-marker. One of the noticeable features of Fig. 34 is that it has not been
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Fio. 86. (| Size).

Ç.,.Sf fZ ÜJSf&SûS^i F,L;"„,~'“< fr »' Moritz K«k,,
£Wf-.,«ïÆ3ui

middle, end in the direction of the ends. ' ^ three-fourth, of an inch from the
Another specimen, somewhat similar 

county, West Virginia. “r shape in our collection, is from Mason

Flo. 36. (i Size )

moreprobahiy a personal ornament-^ pendant °?mmonly known 88 “sinkers,” but was 
me one of the purposes usually served !,y » hole Sjrae^?rt’ tha notch or neck answer 

hematite specimen, Fig. 78. This stone JL foUn<ufw llhMl “ oorre'P“nd9 with

*10- 37. (AboutéSize.)
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sides, and long cuts have been made for the purpose of procuring pieces suitable for 
boring. We have several finished beads of this mateiial in our cases, from the counties 
of Simcoe, Wentworth and Middlesex. Fig. 37 is from the Lougheed farm, Nottawasaga.

one of thi 
and was j

Fig. ' 
as " paint- 
been perfc 
the paints 
these ston 
dated witl 
of the act: 
dropped oi 
rounded ol

Fig. 39.Fig. 38.

Stone hammers, like those figured (Fig. 3$ and 39), are not often found. Fig. 38 is 
of limestone and Fig. 39 is of granite rock. It will be observed that the groove in Fig. 
38 is between one-third and one-fourth of the whole length from the top, while chat of 
Fig. 39 is in the middle, although, owing to preponderance of bulk, the lower end of the 
latter is also the heavier. It does not seem at all likely that these tools were employed 
to strike anything harder than wood, and perhaps the chief use to which they were 
applied was the driving of stakes in connection with the building of wigwams or “ log- 
houses,” or in fastening poles in the ground for fortification purposes. Fig. 38 was found 
42 miles north-west of Brandon, Manitoba, by Mr. Titus Andrews, and Fig. 39 at Point 
Edward, Ont., by Mr. Louis Earnest. Both were procured from Mr. Matheaon.

The former specimen is six and a quarter inches long and f ur and a quarter wide, 
while the latter is five inches long and four and a half inches wide.

A hammer of this kind found in Ohio weighs sixty pounds.

- '■

:v . '

- ''

Fig. 40.

Fig. 40 is quite different in construction. It is simply a flat water-worn stone, 
measuring not more than an inch and a quarter at the thickest portion, and of soft 
shaly limestone.

Advantage has been taken of the natural ovate form to cut notches near the small 
end for the attachment of a handle, but it could have been intended only for temporary 
use. It is a little over eight inches long and nearly five inches in width. A smaller

Fig. 42
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r

2a “me J‘ind ‘t? ma8eum- Fig. 40 was found on let 15 and was procured from Mr. Matheson.
8

2, Biddulphcon

■pi eîbbè

■t lu. 41 (i Size )
as oamtmis » h°".?W ‘‘““T® PeLbble- Stone* in this condition are usually spoken of
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Flg34(c1lS)Part °f the Smal1 Eur0pean collection presented to us by Mr. W. Ransom,
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Hifcchin, Sussex, England. The upper three-fourths consist of deer horn, into which a 
deep hole has been worked from the under side, forming a socket in which there is fixed 
a small stone celt, identical in form with many that are found in this country. The 
handle, to the left, has almost wholly decayed, leaving only what is shown in the cut, 
unless indeed we regard the implement as a chisel, in which case the upper end would 
have been the part held in the hand. Th’"s specimen is from a lake-dwelling in Switzer
land, and is introduced merely for comparison with our own.

>

Fig. 43.

Fig. 43 has evidently been employed as a cutting tool, the neck having been fixed 
in a socket or otherwise fastened to a handle. The type is of very rare occurrence in 
America. Many European collections contain highly finished symmetrical specimens. 
This one is from the Cou'.ty of Middlesex (where it was found by Mr. Delaney), and 
procured from Mr. Matheson.

was

lilllPlH!

3

Fio. 44.

Grooved axes are rare in Ontario as compared with Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and 
some neighboring States. In most cases also with us, the channel has been cut all the
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It is probable that, like the “ gorgets ” and “ ceremonial ” stones, the tubes were 
regarded as being both ornamental and lucky. Were they ever employed as pipes ? 
Even if it could be shown that they had some specific use, the element of superstition 
would still have to be taken into account, as we have the authority of Schoolcraft and 
others for believing that all, or almost all, the decorative “ environments ” of the Indian 
were looked upon as being more or less in the nature of amulets.

an Ojibe* 
This sage 
The vesse 
the playe 
removed, 
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so much, 
2nd, man
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Fio. -Vi and of the 
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however, i 
kind of sti 
material.

, insider Fig. 48 from the same point of view. It is fashioned from a piece
°v l i and ,lchly-veined slate—spherical except on one side, which has been made 
slightly concave in line with the hole which penetrates the piece.
20, con. 18, West Williams, by Mr. Alex. Thompson.

It was found on lot

'AS ■
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Fig. 5 
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Fio. 49.

Fig. 49 is an unfinished specimen of the same kind, but of different material. A 
beginning has been made in the drilling of a hole in what is clearly a water-worn 
It is from Brookfield, Missouri, and was procured from Dr. Rear, Toronto.

stone.

Fig. 60. (i Size)

WI, Jnh%p.vrpae-.0Lr intenti0n 0t "‘’j601" like FiR=- 60 to 62 is yet unexplained. Mr. 
Wilson of the Smithsonian Institute, at Washington, in a recent pamphlet states, that —• Forms 

tion of bird
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re an Ojibeway Indian had informed him they were employed in playing a game of chance-
Thê8vmelwMatnheuffiinvert M're"1 f ^em were put into a veLl and shaken up- 
the vessel was then inverted like a dice-box, and the count was reckrned for or against
rpmnvpd61"' ,,p|accordance wlth the number found standing or fallen when the vessel 
removed There is more than one reason for believing that the ( Ijibeway was a mere 
guesser at truth, and a very poor guesser too. 1st, because the bases of Lome are rounded off 
so much, or are so narrow, that it requires careful adjustment to make them stand at all 
-nd, many are top-heavy and therefore easily overbalanced.
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Fig. 61. (1 Sire.)
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Flo. 63(1 Site.)

— Forms similar in material and construction but without 
tion of birds or other animalsi any pretence at the imite- 

are not uncommon. Fig. 53 is an example, but many of
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them are quite plain, being flat on one side, and round on the other, with the ends at right 
angles to the sides. In every case these and the bird-forms are perforated at each end of 
the base or flat side, the holes being bored diagonally as in Fig. 53, but where bars are 
formed across each end, as if in imitation of feet, the holes penetrate these in the middle 
and at nght angles to them in the direction of the object's longer axis.

Schoolcraft described all such specimens (Figs. 50 to 53) as knife-handles, but as no 
blades have ever been found showing any arrangement for attachment to articles of this 
sort, it must be concluded that this was not their purpose.

It seems more probable that they and the perforated tablets—perhaps also the stone 
tubes—were worn partly as articles of personal adornment and partly as amulets or luck- 
stones, and we can ill afford to smile at the superstitions of the aborigines in this or any 
other respect so long as we have among ourselves persons who keep coins (known as 
pocket-pieces) for luck; who carry horse chestnuts to ward off rheumatic attacks, and 
who suspend old horse-shoes over their doors, for what 1 The

the excep 
Vaughan, 
The docto 
towards 01

Flo. 64. (Ü Size.)

Fig. 54 is one of the incompréhensibles. Although small and unfinished a good deal 
of labor has been spent upon it The material is that light grayish blue slate, so much in 
favor for perforated tablets, and what we call “ceremonial” weapons. An oval cavity 
has been made on the upper side, and at the end facing us in the cut a beginning has 
been made in the carving of a human face. But the further end is the most instructive 
part of this object, for there we are able to perceive the method employed to detach it 
from another piece. A thin flake of flint has been used as we would use a file to make a 
daep incision all round, and when the part has been sufficiently weakened the two pi 
have been forcibly broken.

It should not be omitted to state that a hole has been bored through this stone 
from the bottom of the cavity already mentioned.
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have led to 
burg, India

ecee

Flo. 66.

Another slate object is shown as Fig. 65. It measures three by two-and-a-half 
inches, and looks as if it had been intended for a pipe. Boring has teen done from both 
ends but the holes have not met. It was picked up on lot 18, con. 6, McGilli.rey Town- 
hip, the farm of Mr. Wm. Meikle.—Matheson Collection * Fig. 68 i 
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Flo. 56 (nearly full size.)

thee«eyion1!>7i7iecePiffonehpoi>nthri»t0n%infOUrTCOlle0ti0n “ fi6ured above. With 
Vaughan, in this <W, Ld Jn L'T'604'1 V“ found in the Township of 
The doctor is an enthusiastic collector ,] i ° ”* ^ ®r- Orr, of the Village of Maple, 
towards our museum. 1 a* ln aeTerBl ways shown his good feeling
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Fio. 67.
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correot to “7 that such article» are now mainly manufactured for sale as curiosities 
Wlth dieapjrearance of large game, skull-crackers of this description have become use
less. The head la commonly fashioned from quartz or some other hard kind of stone. 
Lenerally they are about as accurately formed as if they had been turned. A groove is cut 
round the middle, and a thong of raw hide encircling this and being bound tightly to the 
handle keeps the head firmly in position. The heads are from four to six inches in 
length and from one-and-a-half to two-and-a-half inches in diameter. Th, handle, includ- 
ing its leather covering, seldom exceeds three-fourths of an inch in diameter and is usually 
about three feet long. A foot or more ef loose raw hide extends beyond the handle 
Besides being ornamental this was useful for wrapping round the hand before grasping 
the shaft, giving a much firmer grip. Since Fig. 58 was engraved we have been presented 
by the Rev. John McLean, M.A., of Fort McLeod, with a very handsome modern speci
men of the “ tommy-stick,” as such a weapon is sometimes cal.cd. It is highly finished, 
and a pattern cut in the stone has been inlaid with lead. Mr. McLean has, besides this! 
presented the Museum with a large number of valuable articles illustrative of modern life 
among the Blood Indians, connected with whom he has resided for nine years. Further 
re erence to these articles must be deferred until the issue of the next report, as they are 
not now available for description.
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t ic. 68.

Among the articles of Eskimo manufacture mentioned in last report as having been 
presented by F. F. Payne, Eaq., we have a aet of “ men ’■ resembling dominoes, a number of 
carved figures representing a fish, a bear, a seal, a goose and two human beings. Besides 
these were a comb, a thimble, some ornaments and a powder measure—all made of bone.

The last mentioned is illustrated nearly full size at Fig. 59.
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Nothing affords better evidence of the widely-extended wanderings of the Indians
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Fiq. 62.

A unique specimen, in many respecU, is shown at Fig. 62. Though less than three 
inches in length, it is almost as thick as Fig. 61. The sides are as nearly flat as it is in 
the nature of flint to be made, and the edges are chipped at such an angle as to make 
a cross section as nearly as possible a rhomboid. Flints so chipped have been regarded 
as rotary arrows, on the supposition that the intention of the angle was to make the 
weapon revolve in its flight,—a sort of aboi iginal idea of “ rifling,” in fact, but that seems 
to be a little too far-fetched. It is mote likely that the pecularity, when it occurs, is 
owing to the want of ambi-dexterity on the part of the maker, unless, as is probable, say 
in the case of Fig. 62, the flint was intended for a drill rather than a missile. The 
projections at the base can hardly be regarded as barbs, because the sides of the neck pro- 
ject so far that when this head was attached to a shaft or handle the hollows would be
nffiÏÏf Decatur" AÎ.tam.eœpl0,ed *° “ °D' B >>re"ented * Mr'

I j Fig' 6 
Indiana, ai

i I

Fig. 63.

A somewhat unusual form of arrow head is seen at Fig 63. The notched base com
bines the wedge method of insertion with the barbed form. This type of weapon is more 
common in the Central States than in Ontario.
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This magnificent specimen formed part of the handsome collection presented by Mr. 
James Dickson, P.L.S., of Fenelon Falls.

'3mm4 H

Fio. 67.

Fig. 67 is a large leaf shaped and roughly dipped “flint,” from Pike’s farm, Wolfe 
Island. It is six inches and a quarter long, by four inches wide. If found in Europe it 
would be regarded as paleolithic, but as copper-beads and many highly finished stone 
weapons were found along with this specimen the inference is that all were produced con
temporaneously. Another specimen from the same locality is made of similar material 
(both showing a nucleus) and is much better finished, besides being provided with a neck 
for attachment to a handle.

Among 
five than the 
from which ] 
locality that

Fio. 68.

Fig. 68, scarcely inferior in size, is also from the same farm. The material, however, 
is of a finer quality, and the chipping has been more carefully done. It is about five 
inches and three quarters long and nearly four broad.
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CARVED HEAD.

Fio. 70. (Full Site.)
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Oinoinnati Tablet. It is five inches long,Kig. 71 represents the celebrated Gest or
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three broad at ewh end and half an inch thick. The material is a light brown sandstone of 
cloee texture. Quoting from Mr. Robert Clarke’s pamphlet on the “ Prehistoric Remains 
at Cincinnati, I hnd that Mr. E. G. Squier, a good archieological authority, described 
this relic in 1848 ss follows: * * * “The figures are cut in low relief (the lines
beingnot moreithan one-twentieth of an inch in depth) and occupy a rectangular space 
four inches and two-tenths by two and one-tenth wide. The sides of the stone, it will be 
observed, are slightly concave. Right lines are drawn across the face, near the ends at 
right angles and exterior to these are notches, twenty-five at one end and twenty-four 
at the other. Extending diagonally inward are fifteen longer lines, eight at one end and 
seven at the other. The back of the stone has three deep, longitudinal grooves, and 
several depressions, evidently caused by rubbing-probably produced by sharpening the 
instruments used in the sculpture. * * * * It will be observed that there are but
three scrolls or figures—four of one description and two of each of the others 
no senous discussion of the question, whether or not these figures 
needed. They more resemble the stalk and flowers of 
nature.

Probably 
hieroglyphic»), is 

. - -- - plant than anything else in
,a significance, if any, may attach to the peculiar markings or graduationsp^.r.5$sa.iiz jrz v-jstszxz-#from which circumstance the suggestion has been advanced that the tablet had an astro

nomical origin and constituted some sort of a calendar.”
Mr. Squier then goes on to suggest that the tablet was probably only a stamp, such 

as have been found “ in Mexico and in the mounds of the Mississippi ” made “ of burned 
clay the faces of which are covered with figures, fanciful or imitative, all in low relief 
like the face of a stereotype plate. These were used in impressing ornaments upon the 
clothes or prepared skins of the people possessing them.” Dr. (now Sir) Daniel Wilson in 

Prehistoric Man, vol. 4, page 175, after criticising the astronomical and stamp theories, 
proceeds : But whatever theory be adopted as to its original object or destination, the
senes of lines on its two ends have justly attracted attention, for they constitute no part 
of the device and can scarcely be regarded as an ornamental border. Possibly in them 
we have a record of certain scales of measurement in use by the mound builders : and if 
so the discovery is calculated to add fresh interest to our study of the geometrical structures 
people *’ m0re than 8reat mounda' arB the true characteristics of that mysterious

A recent essayist in the "Journal of the Cincinnati Society of Natural History ” for 
January 1887, after demonstrating to his own satisfaction the phallic origin and interpre
tation of the design and the astronomical intention of the lines and spaces, concludes 

Thus we have the exact descriptions of these tablets [the Richardson and the Gest 
or Cincinnati.] The numbers shown on these are familiar as those used in the measures 
of the Mound Builder works in which the tablets were found ; also as periods of lunar 
and solar time, and especially lunar time, as marking the natural periods of menstrua 
ion quickening viability and gestation. The relationship becomes closer when we find 

th.“ .l „e8t,, bkt’ “ t0 ,ts size- haa •pccial measures from the same unit or standard

2i£.««' X 317. “• 1 "
Whatever may have been the pur|tose of this tablet, if, indeed, it had any beyond 

caprice or whim on the part of the maker, it is, at all events, a genuine relic) Fortu- 
nately the evidence in ita favour is too strong to be put aside by
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Flo. 72.

As if to •* make assurance doubly ante,” however, on this point, the Clarke or 
Waverly Tablet has been discovered in the collection of Dr. W. R. Hurst, of Piketon, 
Ohio, where it seems to have been regarded of so little value that its broken parts were 
not even placed together.

Its corroborative testimony 
estimated. Fig. 72, which is little more than half the full size, gives a fair idea of its 
appearance. That the spirit of the design corresponds with that of the other is manifest
_there is only leas of it. The piece of stone is barely half as thick as in the Cincinnati
specimen, and is not so well preserved at the edges, probably on that aocount.

This tablet is now the property of Mr. Robert Clarke, publisher of Cincinnati, to 
whom we are indebted for casts of both these tine specimens.

in favour of the Cincinnati Tablet cannot be over-
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Altogether, 
articles.

COPPER.

Of all the material employed by the Indians in the production of ornaments and 
implements, native copper is among the rarest. It has been asserted in a recent publica
tion that the presence of objects formed from this metal in its virgin condition over so 
large an area of North America in no wise argues communication on the part of the 
natives with the Lake Superior deposits. Enough copper, it is said, may be found as 
“ drift,” from which all the objects made by the Indians, might easily be made. While 
it may be acknowledged that drift copper is occasionally found, it must, at the same 
time, be affirmed that it is exceedingly rare. 1 have not heard of a single instance in 
Ontario, and the chances now-a-days are millions against one as compared with the oppor
tunities afforded during the pre-historic period when forest-growth covered the country 
and when the ground was littered with dead and decaying vegetable matter. It is absurd 
to regard distance as any barrier when we find here sea-shells from the distant south. As 
well, too, might it be argued that pipes of catlinite discovered in Ontario, prove no con 
nection with the famous pipe-stone quarries of the North-West. That copper was brought 
here from Lake Superior there can be little, if any, doubt.

In an article on “ Ancient Society in Tennessee," by O. P. Thruston, in that excel
lent publication The Magazine of American Hietc y, the writer speaking of what is taken 
from the mounds of his State says, “ Among the treasures found are a number of articles 
indicating commercial development, a pipe made of * red pipestone,’ or catlinite, found

4
This cul 
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Fig. 73. (Full Size.)
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This cut represents nine cylindrical copper beads just as they were found in the 
lremont Park mound, Tidd’s Island. They were lying on a piece of the original hide or 

4 (C.I.)
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leather to which they bad been attached, and I was careful not to disturb them. They 
are made of beaten or leaf copper rolled into their present shape. In length they 
measure from three-fourths of an inch to an inch, and vary from three-sixteenths to five- 
sixteenths of an inch in diameter. The fine thongs by which they were sewn to the 
hide are still adherent to the under side.
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Fio. 75.

Fig. 75 was found by Mr. Samuel Haskett, on lot 23, con. 4, Biddulph township, and 
formed part of the Matheson collection.

It differs but little in pattern from some we had before, but it is, perhaps, specially 
interesting from the fact that a few specks of pure silver may be easily detected on the 
surface, thus affording proof (although none da required) that the material is native or 
virgin. Fig.: 

The slight 
and the sp 
presented

It is four and a half inches long, and one inch and a half wide at the cutting edge.

Fio. 76.

This good specimen (Fig. 76) was found by Mr. David Willet, in the township of 
Burford. It measures eight and three quarter inches long, and at its widest part is an 
inch and five-eighths. Like some of those described in our last report, it is provided with 
a fairly well-formed socket to receive a handle or shaft.

VV

Fio. 77.

Fig. 77 is much smaller, and has a tine instead of a socket. It was ploughed up 
on lot 15, con. 7. in the township of London, by. Mr. James Hodgins. Both of these 
were procured from Mr. Matheson.

HEMATITE (Iron Ore).

The Indians of the territory (much of which formerly belonged to New France) now 
included in the Central States of the American Union, employed hematite to some extent 
in the production of weapons and a few other things.

I have never found, or heard of anything being found, of this material in Ontario, 
although it is more than probable that there are specimens of it in some private collec
tions. The only trace of it I have met with was on Tidd’s Island (see report for 1887, Immem

distribution
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few of them having a steel edge, they were still greatly superior to the former implement» 
of stone or even copper, and were accordingly highly prized by the Indians. Fig. 79 is 
the most common type. Sometimes the pattern varies slightly and the size often very 
much. In what I take to be the oldest forms the hole is round ; in those that are move 
recent it is oval. The stamps of the makers occasionally enables us to distinguish 
their nationality, but more frequently this is not easy. The billed or poled form 
is not so common. Fig. 80 is the only one ir our collection. It was procured from 
Dr. Rear, Toronto.

Another form was somewhat similar to Fig. 80, but instead of the pole a pipe-head 
was fashioned, a small hole communicating with the handle which formed the stem. 
Axes of this kind were more ornamental than useful.

were sen 
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No doubt
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Fio. 81.

The type shown at Fig. 81 resembles the hatchet still used in Britain. Axes of this 
form are comparatively scarce in Ontario. All of the kind I have seen are steel edged, 
and therefore much more serviceable then those like Fig. 79. The cut illustrates one 
found by Mr. Albert Loughead of Nottawasaga.

Fio. 82.
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The most modern form of tomahawk is shown 81 Fig. 82. It approaches closely 
to the shape of tool so well known by every one to-day. Those however, that
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tTnrnnTfiVed..!üV0 the Indians were “ade smaller than what we call a “chopping axe '1
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Flo. 83.

The specimen figured (Pig. 83) is large and coarse, and has the appearance of havinc
co.onia, ,0 try black ith, wh0, if he did notPCtuanye tr ^

prentice han on it, had certainly not made a great many before he product this one.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TOWARDS A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE ARCHÆOLOGY 
OF THE DOMINION OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND.

[The accompanying list and digest have been prepared by Mr. A. F. Chamberlain, 
B.A., Toronto, and are the first on this subject that have ever been made covering the 
ground in question.

It requires only a glance to perceive the great labor involved in the preparation of 
such a statement as is here presented, and Mr. Chamberlain's sole reward must consist in 
the consciousness that he has performed a task which will, to a very considerable extent, 
facilitate reference by students, at the same time that it places on Yecord the work that 
has been done in this field.

There are, doubtless, other papers and works bearing on the subject—for Mr. 
Chamberlain modestly speaks of his work as “ Contributions,”—and he will be glad to 
hear from any one who may be able to assist him in making this bibliography as nearly 
complete as possible. Address, A. F. Chamberlain, B.A., Canadian Institute, Toronto.]

Bailey, L. W., M.A.—Indian relics from New Brunswick. Science, Vol. I. (1883), 
pp. 245-246.

Describes some specimens of pottery.
Bailky, L. W., M. A.—On the relics of the stone age in New Brunswick. Bullet, 

of the Nat. Hist. Soc. of New Brunswick, No. 6 (1887), pp. 3-16.
A somewhat exhaustive paper with three plates. Nature, distribution and mode of 

occurrence, pp. 4-7 ; implements of stone, 7-13 ; of shell and bone, 13 ; of clay, earthen
ware, 14-16.

Bain, James, Jr.—The present condition of the old French Fort at Ste. Marie. 
Proc. Canad. Inst., 3rd Series, Vol. 3, 1886, pp. 278-279.

Brief abstract of paper given.
Baird, Spkncek F.—Aboriginal Shell mounds of New Brunswick and New England. 

Proc. U.S. National Museum for 1881, Vol. 4 (1882), pp. 292-297.
New Brunswick shell deposits treated on pages 292, 293, 294, 295.
Bell, Charles N.—The Mound-builders in Canada. Proc. Canad. Inst., 3rd Series, 

Vol. 4 (1886), pp. 131-138.
Describes the nature, situation and contents of mounds in the Province of Manitoba.
A summary and review of this paper is to lie found in the Verhandl. der Berl. 

Gesellech, fr. Anthrop., Ethnol., und Urgeschichte, Jahrgang, 1886, s. 192.
Bell, Charles N.— Aboriginal trade in the Canadian North-West. Canad. Record 

of Science, Vol. 2 (1886), pp. 102-105.
Evidences of trade from contents of mounds.
Boyle, David.—The Archaeological Outlook. Proc. Canad. Inst., 3rd Series, Vol.

4 (1886), pp. 1-7.
At pp. 4-5 describes a find of 70 tomahawks in the Township of Beverley ; at p. 5 

an ossuary in the same district
Boyle, David.—Report of Curator for 1885-1886. Proc. Canad. Inst., 3rd Series, 

Vol. 4 (1886-7), pp. 208-210.
Enumerates specimens.
Boyle, David.—Archaeological Report. Annual report of the Canadian Institute, 

Session 1886-1887, being part of appendix to the report of the Minister of Education, 
Ontario, 1887, Toronto, 1888, pp. 9 58.

The most important contribution to the Archmology of Ontario. Describes, with 
117 figures, part of the collection now in the Institute’s Museum. Pottery, pp. 18-21 ; 
clay pipes, 22-24 ; stone pipes, 25-30 ; breast plates and gorgets, pendants, 30-33 ; 
monial weapons, 33-36 ; totems, tribe-symbols, 36-38 ; slate spear heads, 38 ; grooved

axes, 39 
stones, 41 
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Pages 9-14 describe Mr. Boyle's operations during 1887

,om ",A"“
r-ïï5Æs; wD, c£,TpMiar*“ •-*

Chemical analysis of copper implements.
Dade, Rev. 0.—Indian Remains, Canad. Journal, Vol 1 flSto lasui e 
Describes an Indian burying ground in frQm

rop. Inst.
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>Lloyd F. G. B., C.E., F.G.8.—On the atone Implémenta of Newfoundland. Jour. 
Anthrop. Instit. of Great Brit and Ireld., Vol. V., 1875, pp. 233-238, with three plates.

Lloyd, F. G. B , C.E., F.G.8.—On the Beothuca, a tribe of red Indiana, supposed 
to be extinct, which formerly inhabited Newfoundland. Jour. Anthrop. Inatit. of Great 
Britain and Ireld., Vol. V., 1875, pp. 21-39, with plate.

Mason, O. T.—Basket-work of the North American Indiana. Smithsonian Report, 
1884, Pt. II., pp. 291-306, with 64 plates.

Describes the basket-work of some Canadian Indians. Tinneh, pp. 294-295 ; Chil- 
kaht, 295 ; Haida, 296-297 ; Bilhoola, 297 ; Makahs, Algonkins, 305.

Mason, O. T.—Throwing-sticks in the National Museum. Smithsonian Report, 
1884, Washington, 1885, pp. 281-289, with 16 plates.

Describes the types of throwing-sticks in use by Canadian Eskimo atUngava, -81- 
282 ; Cumberland Gulf, 283 ; Fury and Hecla Straits, 283 ; Anderson a River, -83.

'1) Matthew, Mayhew [1—], G. T.—A supposed Specimen of aboriginal Art. 
Smithsonian Report, 1881, pp. 672-673.

Describes a boulder-like stone, at one end resembling a human head, found at Gon
dola Point, King’s Co., New Brunswick.

Mayhew, G. F., M.A., F.R.8.—Discoveries at a Village of the Stone Age at Bocabec. 
Bulletin of Nat. Hist. Soc. of New Brunswick, No. III., 1884, pp. 6-29, with map

An exhaustive and valuable pa|>er. .Describes a village site at Bocabec, New Bruns
wick, and the relics found. Huts, 11-15 ; pottery, 15-18 ; implements and weapons of 
stone, 18-22 ; bone and ivory, 23 ; animals used as food, 24-29 ; antiquity of village and 
ethnic relations of the people, 29.

McKellar, Sheriff.—A Bragh or
Series, Vol. V., 1888, p. 193. Title. „ . .

Described a stone mill in use by the early settlers of Western Ontario and now in
the Institute’s Museum.

MacLachlan, R. W.—Indian stone Pipes The Canadian Antiquarian and Numis
matic Journal, Montreal, Vol. IV., 1875-1876, pp. 15-22, with plate. ,

Describes pipes of Flathead Indians, 20 ; pipe found at Balsam Lake, Peterboro 
Co., 20 ; pipe from Hochelaga, 21.

MacLachlan R. W.—Fragments from the Stone Age of Montreal. The Canadian 
Antiquarian and Numismatic Journal, Vol. IV., 1875-1876, pp. 174-181, with plate

Spear and arrow heads, 176-177 ; whetstone, 178; stone hammer, 178; axe, 1(9; 
stone celt, 179 ; knife, 180.

McLean, Rev. John.—The Mortuary Customs of the Blackfeet Indians. Proc. 
Canad. Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. V., 1888, pp. 20-24.

Describes burial rites among the Blackfeet of the Canadian North-VV est.
Murdoch, John.—A study of the Eskimo bows in the U. S. National Museum. 

Smithsonian Report, 1884, Pt. II., pp. 307-316, with 11 plates and map showing distribution.
Naturaliste Canadien, Le.—Age de la pierre taillie chez nos Aborigènes. Tome

XVI., 1886-1887, pp. 65-72.
Discusses the stone age in Canada.
Patterson, Rev. Geo., D.D.—Antiquities of Nova Scotia. Smithsonian Report,

1881, pp. 673-677. .
A summary of our knowledge of the Archaeology of this Province, 
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